The span of the bleed region in the J. and =--directions (,%-and ,'_L) given in Table 1 is defined as shown in Fig. 3 . 
For air, the ideal choked mass flow in standard liters per minute (slm) is determined from the following isentropic relation: I a I ( lllnl? ) .;*(shn) = 2.015
where .t is the cross-sectional area of the bleed orifice(s).
For the purposes of data reduction, the boundary-layer NASA Sonic flow coefficient distributions for the C 1 baseline plate are shown in Fig. 6 for both operating conditions summarized in Table 2 . In this plot, the current data measured using the method-of-mixtures are compared to previous data taken several years ago using an ASME NASA TM-113160 6 tribution liesconsistently about 21percent lower than the baseline case. FortheHC2 plate (fourholes percell), the situation improves slightly, butstillthedistribution lies about 14percent lower than thebaseline case. Alsonote that thesurveys fortheHC2 case were performed twice. Thedegradation inperformance over thebaseline case is notsurprising since withthehoneycomb, thebleed flow firstexpands intothehoneycomb cell, but then must contract toexitthrough theplenum sidebacking skinhole. This expansion and contraction through thesquare-edged orifices canaccount fortheadditional losses. Another cause may berelated tothehigher porosity ofthehoneycomb plates, whereby interaction between the jetsexiting intothebleed plenum inhibits fullexpansion oftheflow. are shown in Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b , and Fig. 8c Theflow coefficient distributions for the MP2 plate (Fig. 8b) Fig. 8c) are about the same as the C1 baseline case up until about 3/4 maximum baseline bleed rate, at which point the MP3 curve flattens out significantly. This behavior supports the results of the MP2 plate and suggests that jet interaction in the bleed plenum at the lower pressure ratios inhibits a further increase in flow as the bleed plenum pressure is decreased.
Based on the present limited data, the jet interaction effect appears to occur for porosity greater than 20%.
Boundary-Layer Profiles at Station 2 with Bleed
Boundary-layer surveys were performed for each bleed configuration at five roughly equally spaced bleed rates ranging from zero to near choked conditions, i.e., Table 2 .
The bleed mass-flow rate for each of the surveys is expressed in terms of a percent of the boundary-layer mass flow at DS 1:
where S: is the transverse span of the bleed region given in Table 2 ) for all of the plate configurations. This roughness effect can be considered to be real for the C1, HC1 and HC2 plates since these plates are quite rigid.
For the microporous plates (MP1, MP2, and MP3), the roughness effects are probably less than indicated since the skins were observed to form small waves under nobleed conditions. This is likely due to the contraction of the frame when installed into the cool wind-tunnel walls and the spot gluing of the skin to the honeycomb. As soon as even the smallest bleed was applied, however, the skins flattened out onto the honeycomb.
For the profiles taken when the bleed flow is non- 
